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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
 
Preservation Services advances the Library’s mission by ensuring that information 
resources are available for use by current and future students, faculty, and scholars.  We 
prepare, conserve, bind, reformat, and digitize, as well as provide environmental 
monitoring and disaster recovery services.  The department was created in 1994 and is in 
the Information Management division of Dartmouth College Library reporting to David 
Seaman, Associate Librarian for the College.   
 
This annual report’s cover photo is of “Curate: The Digital Curator Game” and was taken 
during a department meeting when we played this challenging game. It was impressive to 
discover that the book conservators had as high a level of engagement and awareness as 
those who daily deal with digital issues but this should not have been surprising.  For the 
past two years the members of this department have steadily integrated themselves into 
the activities of the Library’s digital program: pre-digitization conservation review and 
treatment; digital production; and digital preservation.  Our department’s involvement is 
critical if the Library is to succeed in its digital ambitions and this department is to 
remain relevant within the organization.  It is a challenge that we eagerly embrace. 
 
Notable activities in FY12 include: 

• Completed the seventh year of the U.S. Congressional Serial Set Project; 
repaired 159 volumes. 

• Performed pre-scanning conservation and preservation treatments for 
items from the Occom Circle Project; the Hanover & Dartmouth College 
Maps Project; and Tenney Papers Project. 

• Ingested and managed 395GB of digital content for preservation 
representing 32 unique resources from the Library’s collection. 

• Performed shelf-processing treatment on over 37,700 new items for the 
library’s circulating collection. 

• Helen Bailey awarded a Digital Library Federation Fall Forum 
Fellowship and was the first recipient of the Jan Merrill-Oldham 
Professional Development award from ALA/ALCTS. 

• Premiered “Quetzalcoatl” in celebration of National Preservation Week 
and in conjunction with the Hood Museum’s exhibit of Orozco and 
Pollack. 

• Staged hands-on disaster recovery exercise for members of Library staff. 
• Performed 5837 conservation treatments and salvaged 40 wet, moldy, or 

damaged volumes; mass deacidified 42 Music collected works. 
• Inspected 180 films prior to cold storage transfer to Northeast Historic 

Film; 25% showed significant shrinkage. 
• Hosted Conservation Interns from the North Bennet Street School.  
• Maintained weekly blog posts of department updates, notable 

conservation treatments, digital preservation guidance, and conference 
updates. 
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FY12 IN REVIEW 
 
U.S. Congressional Serial Set Project 
Preservation Services staff completed work on the seventh year of the U.S. Congressional 
Serial Set scanning partnership with Readex Corporation; the project is expected to end 
January 2013.  Beth Hetland left the project team and was replaced by Ryland Ianelli who 
has a split assignment in Digital Production.  Elizabeth Rideout is the primary project 
technician. Total repairs amounted to 159 volumes, compared to 743 in FY11.   
 
Digital Preservation 
The urgent need for a digital preservation librarian continues going into FY13.  Helen 
Bailey, Preservation Specialist, spent about 25% of her time on digital preservation.  She 
has created a system to back up and manage over 395GB of digital resources from the 
Library Collection using the Bag-It protocol to organize the files and a system of external 
hard drives to hold the data.  She is working with College Archives staff to test and 
evaluate ingest tools for digital content created outside of the Library. 
 
The eResources Preservation Subgroup of PACC, which Helen chairs, is working to add 
LOCKSS coverage data to Millennium.  Work is underway with DLTG to apply 
preservation processes to the Digital Initiatives collections and to new collections as they 
are created.  The DRAMBORA risk audit tool is also being used to analyze the 
Dartmouth Digital Library Program and should wrap up in FY13. 
 
Conservation 
The majority of books sent to conservation for treatment are referred to us by circulation 
staff who notice a book needs repair when it is returned by a patron. There was also an 
increase of items from the new book truck workflow as a greater number of gifts required 
treatment before they could go to the stacks.  The multi-year Music Scores Project, which 
repaired and replaced damaged pamphlet binders in the Paddock circulating music score 
collection, came to an end in June.  Over 3000 scores were treated in FY12. 
 
Conservation review and treatment of items in digital projects always take high priority.  
This year the lab reviewed 509 Occom letters and conserved 267; reviewed 180 maps / 
conserving 68; and conserved 53 pages from the Tenney Collection.  It is important to 
support this portion of the digital project workflow in order that the best quality scans 
may be taken of our treasures. 
 
The Points System, a method for collection curators to refer items for treatment, 
continues to receive the majority of items from Rauner Special Collections.  Rauner and 
conservation staff share a database that allows Rauner staff to queue up materials for 
treatment and conservation staff to track and record conservation treatment.  This is an 
effective tool and conservation staff were invited to the OnBoard planning sessions so 
that the features of the database could be incorporated into the new management system. 
 
In May 2011 the Collections Action and Response Team (CART) staged a recovery 
exercise to train the team members in on-site disaster recovery; because of their training 
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library staff were prepared for the late summer hurricane that came to the Upper Valley.  
The exercise was repeated for the March 2012 Inspiring Ideas Conference. 
 
End Processing 
This year over 37,700 items were processed for the library system including new 
materials for the circulating collections and gift donations. In early FY13 we expect to 
move to a system of digital bookplates in the library catalog; implementation of this 
change will allow this department to mark ownership in books with a rubber stamp rather 
than pasting a paper plate, thus streamlining end processing.  Our department is also 
participating in plans to purchase “shelf-ready” books through our vendor approval plan.  
If implemented our limited staff time can be reassigned to other needs. 
 
Digital Production  
The Digital Production Unit came under the management of the head of Preservation 
Services in FY12.  Work has been done to consolidate documentation, improve 
interdepartmental communication, and enhance workflow planning.  
 
Commercial Binding 
The Readex Conservation Technician has a .25FTE commercial binding assignment and 
when the project ends in 2013 there will be no commercial binding staff in Preservation.  
Departments that send materials to us for binding (Art & Music), areas that we collect 
from (Baker Berry Stacks & Cook), and stacks transfer projects will be left un-served.  
Last year’s commercial binding report underscored the need for staff; the Library 
administration continues to allocate money to purchase commercial binding services but 
have not resolved the staffing question.  This is an urgent need and I am relying on 
Library Administrative Group to quickly resolve this issue. 
 
Film Assessment and Preservation 
Members of the Class of 1946 made donations to support preservation of Dartmouth film; 
work will begin in FY13 to assess and restore the films once the project has been 
reviewed by DPIG.  In FY12 staff assessed 180 films including 11 ski films for a special 
project coordinated by Peter Carini, College Archivist. 
 
Preservation Week 
ALA Preservation Week, April 26-30, 2012, was celebrated by the world premier of 
“Quetzalcoatl”, the 16mm film that had been preserved with funding from the National 
Film Preservation Foundation.  About 50 students, faculty, and community members 
attended the very well received showing. Also staff from Preservation Services wrote 
preservation tips for D2U each day of that week and directed readers to the department’s 
web site for more information.   
 
Internships 
The conservation internships are an immensely successful program to expose beginning 
conservators to work in a library conservation lab. During their 2-3 month appointment 
they meet with library managers and administrators to develop a keener understanding of 
the relationship Preservation has to other functional units. In the Fall the department 
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sponsored Arini Easrey, a recent graduate of the North Bennet Street School; two more 
internships commenced at the end of FY12.  This program has been supported by 
endowment reserve funds and as they decline we recommend that the Library identify 
permanent funding. 
 
LOOKING FORWARD: Challenges and Concerns 
 
Two years ago this department successfully planned the transition of two staff members’ 
retirement and the loss of a full time position. Now we face a similar scenario as the 
Readex Project closes January 2013 and two staff leave with no replacements.  Members 
of this department assessed the impact of the coming change and I presented to Library 
Administration a recommendation to upgrade positions and create a new Preservation 
Assistant position.  I hopefully await the decision.  A good Scout always has a Plan B, C, 
and D so I will be developing those plans as I await the decision of the Library 
Administrative Group. This department must be ready for the next phase come February 
2013 whatever the decision; the clock is ticking. 
 
Everyone in Preservation Services works extremely hard to meet the daily deadlines of 
the workflow streams to which this department contributes and to plan for the long range 
needs of the Library’s patrons. They are thoughtful individuals and contribute to 
numerous committees and taskforces that help the work of the Library move forward.  I 
am proud to lead them. 

 
 

 
 
STAFF FOR FY12 
Helen Bailey, Preservation Specialist 
Beth Hetland, Project Specialist; resigned August 2011 
Deborah Howe, Collections Conservator 
Ryland Ianelli, Project Specialist 
Brian Markee, Conservation Specialist B 
Elizabeth Rideout, Project Specialist 
Barb Sagraves, Head, Preservation Services 
Stephanie Wolff, Conservation Specialist B 
 
Interns 
Arini Easrey, conservation intern, fall 2011. 
Becky Koch, conservation intern, June – August 2012 
Lauren Schott, conservation intern, June – August 2012 
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1.  Staff Training, Development, and Conference Participation for FY12 
 
Staff participated in the following workshops, seminars, and conferences during FY12: 

• “Preserving Digital Content”, NISO Webinar, September 14, 2011. 
• “Innovative Networking”, Dartmouth College, Human Resources, September 27, 

2011. 
• New Library Staff Orientation, fall 2011 & spring 2012 
• Guild of Book Workers Standard of Excellence Conference, Boston, MA, 

October 12-16, 2011. 
• Anna Embree, Professor of Book Binding at the University of Alabama, on-site 

workshop, October 11-12, 2011. 
• Digital Library Federation 2011 Fall Forum, Baltimore, MD, October 30 – 

November 2, 2011. 
• “Exploring Maps: History, Fabrication, Preservation”, Conservation Center for 

Art and Historic Artifacts, Philadelphia, PA, November 2-3, 2011. 
• Association of Moving Image Archivists Annual Conference, Austin, TX, 

November 15-19, 2011 
• “Fundamentals of Digitization: Digital Disaster Planning”, NEDCC webinar, 

November 22, 2011. 
• Northeast Document Conservation Center, Advisory Board Meeting, Fall 2011; 

Spring 2012. 
• DigCCurr Professional Institute, January 2012. 
• ALA Mid-winter Conference, January 2012 
• Dartmouth College Library Inspiring Ideas conference, Dartmouth College 

Library, March 2012. 
• New England Archivists Spring Conference, Wesleyan University, March 23-24, 

2012. 
• Scaleboard Bindings, North Bennet Street School, April 26-27, 2012 
• Northeast Fedora Users Group Unconference, University of Connecticut, April 

27, 2012.  
• Paper and Book Intensive, Ox Bow, Michigan, May 2012 
• NERCOMP, Planning and Building a Digital Collections Program, May 10, 2012.  

Helen Bailey organized the session and David Seaman presented. 
• ALA Annual Conference, June 2012 
• “Starting Small: Practical First Steps in Digital Preservation: 

ALA/ALCTS/PARS/Digital Curation Interest Group, ALA Annual Conference, 
June 23, 2012.  Helen Bailey presentation. 
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2.  Committee Representation for FY12 
 
Preservation Services Staff served on these Library committees, taskforces, and working 
groups. 

• 008 Holdings Subgroup of PACC 
• Access Services Round Table 
• Collection Management and Planning Group 
• Collection Services Coordinators 
• Collections Action and Response Team 
• Dartmouth College Library Staff Association 
• Digital Projects and Infrastructure Group 
• DLTG Programmer Search Committee 
• eResources Preservation Subgroup of PACC 
• JSTOR Subgroup of PACC 
• Library Management Group 
• Long Term Storage Planning Group 
• Manton Digital Production Manager Search Committee 
• NextGen Library Technologies Taskforce 
• OCLC Shelf Ready Group 
• Preservation, Acquisitions and Cataloging Committee 
• Project Management Roundtable 
• Staff Welcome Committee  
• Student Supervisor Group 
• TeCOR 
• Web Roundtable 
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3.  Digital Preservation Summary, FY12 
Helen Bailey, Preservation Specialist 
 
In FY12, Preservation Services ingested and managed 395GB of digital content for 
preservation, representing 32 unique resources from the library’s collections. These 
resources are packaged in 69 bags using the Bag-It protocol and stored on three 
redundant hard drives destined for distinct, secure locations on campus, although they are 
currently in Preservation Services as the initial ingest of backlogged content is still 
underway. The formats presented by this content include: .bak, .csv, .doc, .docx, .html, 
.jpg, .mrc, .pdf, .tag, .tif, .txt, .wav, .xml, and .xls files. 
 
Actions performed on all ingested materials: 

• Gather and record basic descriptive and administrative metadata. 
• Bag and validate content. 
• Copy content to redundant hard drives. 
• Periodically validate all content on hard drives to ensure bit integrity. 
• Maintain inventory of resources, bags, files formats, and hard drives managed. 

 
Additional actions in FY12 include: 

• Formation and regular meetings of an e-resources preservation subgroup of 
PACC, to review and manage procedures related to LOCKSS and Portico. 

• Ongoing work on a DRAMBORA assessment of the Dartmouth Digital Library 
program. 

• Monitoring of changes to digital preservation standards and best practices, 
including the new version of The Reference Model for an Open Archival 
Information System (OAIS) and the release of several new guidelines by the 
Federal Agencies Digitization Guidelines Initiative (FADGI). 

• Completing an inventory of all content stored in the WebDav archival storage 
directories. 

• Testing multiple tools for digital preservation ingest and management, including 
Archivematica, DAITSS, and the SobekCM METS Editor. 
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4.  Conservation Unit Annual Report Summary For FY12 
Deborah Howe, Collections Conservator 
 

 
 
Incoming Circulating Collections: Work and Treatment 
The department is still receiving the majority of books needing treatment through a user-
based system. There has been some discussion about targeting certain subject areas for 
focused treatment but this has not been implemented. With the employment of 3-5 
student workers we are able to maintain a respectable turnaround time for these repairs.  
 
Workflow for new incoming material remains steady, this year we saw an increase of 
newly cataloged material that was generated by gift donations but needed repair. This can 
sometimes bottle neck workflow but we were able to process and treat this material along 
with the regular work. 
 
Point System: 
Once again this year the majority of the work accomplished was for the Rauner and 
Paddock Music Libraries. More and more the other libraries (excluding Art) seem to be 
moving away from needs to treat their print collections in response to this our focus has 
narrowed on Rauner, Music, and Art.  
 
Rauner: 
Staff from conservation and Rauner are able to access and use the online file maker pro 
database. We have been able to set up the workflow where by Rauner staff does the 
initial inputting and assignment of the conservation number and basic bibliographic 
information. This makes tracking and processing more efficient and streamed lined and 
helps staff in both departments to keep account of material.  
 
Phyllis remains our liaison for all Rauner material. In this past year we have addressed a 
broader range of material due to the input of Rauner's varied staff.  We now are actively 
treating material from archives, manuscripts and new incoming material as well as 
maintaining the user based and digital treatments.  
Some of the highlight treatments for the year were: 

• Rehousing the Dr. Seuss collection 
• Repairing 59 volumes of the Ageis (Dartmouth’s year book) 
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• Disbinding the early medical theses in anticipation of more detailed cataloging  
• Humidifying, remounting and rehousing the papyrus fragments 

 
Music: 
The Music Score project officially ended toward the end of June. This has been an 
ongoing project that has focused on the playing scores.  Needs such as loose sewing and 
tattered binders were addressed so that now the entire playing score collection is in prime 
condition. This year alone over 3,000 items were treated.   
 
Art Special: 
A large set of Architectural portfolios was treated for the Art Special collection.  Art 
Special is still undergoing a review of its material and looking at shifting material to 
remote storage. Conservation concerns are addressed when such a shift is decided upon 
and work is needed before the move. 
 
Kresge: 
No activity this year. 
 
Maps: 
See Digital Projects.  
 
Readex: 
We are still benefiting from the extra time Readex staff has for special projects and 
conservation work. This year a substantial amount of time was devoted to the completion 
of the Music Score project. Total treatments for Serial Set repaired and consolidated 
volumes are: 159 (Beth not included) 
 
Digital Projects 
Involvement with digital projects has continued to provide work that is high priority. 
More often this work gets completed before other queued work due to the involvement of 
other departments who are locked into a schedule and material needs to be ready for 
scanning when staff is available to do that work. 
 
Hanover and Dartmouth Campus Maps Project: 
For the Hanover and Dartmouth Campus Maps Project we reviewed 180 Maps with 68 
receiving treatment. A total of 53 hours was spent on review and repair. Treatment 
consisted of minor paper mending and surface cleaning. Because of the timing of this 
project our Intern Arini was able to process and execute this work.  
 
Occom Circle Project: 
Total number of items reviewed was 509 items 32 hours; conserved 267.  152 hours. 
12 letters sent to North East Document and Conservation center for more complex 
treatment. 
 
Tenney Papers: 
53 pages repaired form this collection of manuscript letters.  
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Staffing\Internships: 
We continue to benefit from Readex staff. Because of the nature and varied demands of 
the Readex work flow the work done for the conservation lab is sporadic. Completion of 
the extensive repair on the Dartmouth Gazette was accomplished as well as numerous 
enclosures and basic spine repair treatments.  
 
The hours from Brian Markee (part time in conservation) are 197 with an average of 16 
hours a month or 4 hours a week. Last year the total number of hours was 211. His work 
covers the day-to-day quick repairs to expedite material out of the department. Once the 
Readex project ends there will be a demand to compensate for the work Readex staff 
produces. Brian’s position can perhaps fill this gap or not depending on time needed to 
process the new book truck. Therefore there is the potential for a reduced amount of time 
available to maintain the current level of general collections treatments.  
 
Our relationship with North Bennet Street School has maintained its standing.  We hosted 
Arini Easrey during the fall and currently we have two interns for the summer, Lauren 
Schott and Becky Koch.  During the time that the interns are here they are responsible for 
book treatment evaluation. This then frees up time for Stephanie (who normally does 
this) to focus on other tasks. The interns provide a source of excellent hand skills and are 
able to be productive to the overall work completed.  
 
Off-Site Work\Training: 
Owen McDowell continued from last year to work on selected types of material for Dana.  
Dana material is being weeded and so the demand for repair has diminished.  
 
Demos\Visits: 
Malcolm Summers of Chester Vermont and owner of the Chester Book Worm bookshop 
came and gave a workshop on tooling using our tool collection. Malcolm is English 
trained and is very knowledgeable in traditional binding  
 
Anna Embree, professor of binding at the University of Alabama came and presented a 
tip and tricks day.  She had spent time with Don Etherington and shared many of the 
things she had learned there with us.  
 
 Exhibits:  
We were involved in preparation for two exhibits. Our involvement usually coincides 
with the use of Rauner material that needs special handling or mounting. These exhibits 
were.  

• “Of Course You're Going to the Expo! - World's Fairs in Baker Hall” 
• “Dickens at 200: Sketches, Curiosities, Expectations” 

 
Disaster\Wet Books: 
This year 40 wet and moldy items were sent to Conservation for treatment. 30 of these 
were from Baker\ general collections and 10 from Dana.  
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Collections Action and Response Team: 
The team participated in a “Lunch and Learn” recovery exercise. This exercise was held 
for staff of the Library. Also CART was on the agenda for the “Inspiring Ideas 
Conference” and we made a visit to Records Management for the purpose of targeting 
special needs for their storage facility.  
 
Other: 
As part of our outreach mission we were involved in a number of special projects for the 
Montgomery Foundation, the college Development Office and an Arabic professor. The 
first two projects were making a presentation binding and a box, the last project was 
disbinding a manuscript and then creating a digital surrogate. These projects are both 
satisfying in that they provide an opportunity to create something new plus giving us a 
presence in the college arena.  
 
During the year we had 37 visitors sign the guest book. 
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5.  Conservation Summary* 
 
Volumes Repaired FY12 FY11 FY10 FY09 
Level 1 (under 15 min)         
Tip\Pocket* 387 337 830 1020 
Clean    325     
Trim   129 47 86 
Quick Fix  501 380 604   
Dust Jackets 163 18 5 94 
          
Level 2 (15 min-2 hrs.)         
Tip   10     
Clean   20     
Paper Repair  114  149     
Center Sew 2181  2377 1395 1081 
Side Sew 23  55 141 79 
Reinforced Cover   51 1358 1444 
Catalog Bind 0  62 9 19 
Double Fan 282  347 118 246 
Moriki Hinge Repair 40  34     
Spine Repair  1132  652     
Board Tacket 3  0     
New Case 4  4     
Other  171       
Level 3 (2 hrs. +)         
Paper Repair 6  4     
Morki Hinge Repair 14  7     
Spine Repair 20  6     
Board Tacket 4  4     
New Case 1  8     
Other 19  7     
          
Enclosures         
Wrapper\Pocket Binders 146 318 580 431 
Corrugated Box 6  21     
Drop Spine Box 8  24     
          
Unbound Material (#pieces)   1 24   
Encapsulate   0 11 4 
Deacidified   0 0 3 
Total Volumes Treated 5837  5350 6527 7241 
Total Time 2373   1802     
Volumes per Hour 2.5  3.0     
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Treatments  FY12 FY11 FY10 FY9 
Tip\Pocket* (#pgs.) 0  24     
Clean (#pgs.) 1  340     
Paper Repair (#pgs.) 132  609     
Deacidified (#pgs.)   0     
Labels 207  240  73   
Total Treatments 340  1213     

 
*NOTE:  In FY11 the conservation lab revised statistics gathering to allow for more precise representation 
of the work being preformed and the amount of time it took to complete.  The FY11 statistical categories do 
not easily map to the previous years; where they do not map it has been left blank. 
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6. Points Summary 
 
Point Summary by 
Year 

 
  

  

 
 

2012 
 

2011 2010 2009 2008 
Art Special      

# Volumes 82 0 55  153 75 
Hours  44.5 0 66  174 80 

      
Dana      

#Volumes 0 0 27 177  
Hours  0 0 45 192  

Kresge      
# Volumes 0 0 0  38 116 

Hours 0 0 0  32 104.5 
      
Maps      

# Volumes 68 0 8  34 0 
Hours 30 0 24  10.5 0 

      
Music      

# Volumes 1314 1675 250   
Hours 340.5 336 66   

      
Rauner      

# Volumes 758 375 146   614 221 
Hours 709 211 500  402 273.5 

      
Total      
#Volumes 2222 2050 486  1016 412 
Hours 1124 547 701  810.5 458 
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7.  Wet and Damaged Books 
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 DAMAGE      TREATMENT     RESULTS   
New 
Acquisition
s 

0 0 0 0 0  0 0 0 0  0 0 0 

               
Baker/Berr
y 

30 11 8 10 0  11 0 11 0  30 0 0 

               
Dana 10 10 0 0 0  10 0 10 0  10 0 0 
               
Feldberg 0 0 0 0 0  0 0 0 0  0 0 0 
               
Kresge 0 0 0 0 0  0 0 0 0  0 0 0 
               
Mathews-
Fuller 

0 0 0 0 0  0 0 0 0  0 0 0 

               
Paddock 0 0 0 0 0  5 0 0 0  0 0 0 
               
Rauner 0 0 0 0 0  0 0 0 0  0 0 0 
               
Storage 0 0 0 0 0  0 0 0 0  0 0 0 
               
Totals 40 21 8 10 0  21 0 21 0  40 0 0 
               

Pct.  53
% 

20
% 

25
% 

0  53% 0
% 

53% 0  10% 0% 0% 

               
8.  Commercial Binding Summary  
COMMERCIAL BINDING   FY12 FY11 FY10 FY09   FY08 

Monographs: restricted to Music    171 0 180 696 1063 
Theses: bound in-house as of FY11  0 0 232 361 259 
Serials   540 620 3264 1395 4078 
Rebinds  69 62 141 225 240 
Phase boxes: in-house as of FY10  0 0 0 9 26 
Pocket books  0 0 4 7 3 

          

TOTAL   780 682 3821 2693 5669 
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9.  Film Assessment 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Project 
Name 

# of 
Films 

Total 
Footage 

A-D 
Readings 

Color B&W Sound Silent 
Shrinkage  

Other 
Damage 

Total 
Staff 
Time 
(hrs.) 1 2 3 

0-
0.7 

0.75-
1.75 1.76+ 

8mm 
Films 55  3,081  - - - 55 0 0 55 - - - 

Slight 
warping   

College 
Archives 
Films 89  34,650  80 7 2 37 45 25 64 57 32 0 

Warping, 
edge 
damage, 
scratches   

Football 
Films 
Set 1 3  1,300  - - - 0 3 0 3 3 0 0 None   
Rauner 
Ski 
Films 
Set 1 5  1,275  5 0 0 1 4 1 4 4 1 0 

Edge 
damage   

Single 
Rauner 
Film 1  400  1 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 

Severe 
edge 
damage   

Rauner 
Ski 
Films 
Set 2 6  5,100  6 0 0 5 1 6 0 3 3 0 

Broken 
splices, 
edge 
damage   

Football 
Films 
Set 2 21  7,400  21 0 0 4 17 3 18 11 10 0 

Edge 
damage, 
warping, 
broken 
splices   

                              

Totals: 180  53,206  
 

92   7   2   102   71   35   145   78   47  0   191.75 


